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Although visual areas hMTþ and hV4 are considered to
have segregated functions for the processing of motion
and form within dorsal and ventral streams, respectively,
more recent evidence favors some functional overlap.
Here we use fMRI-guided online repetitive transcranial
magnetic stimulation (rTMS) to test two associated
hypotheses: that area hV4 is causally involved in the
perception of motion and hMTþ in the perception of
static form. We use variations of a common global
stimulus to test two dynamic motion-based tasks and
two static form-based tasks in ipsilateral and
contralateral visual fields. We find that rTMS to both
hMTþ and hV4 significantly impairs direction
discrimination and causes a perceptual slowing of
motion, implicating hV4 in motion perception.
Stimulation of hMTþ impairs motion in both visual fields,
implying that disruption to one hMTþdisrupts the other
with both needed for optimal performance. For the
second hypothesis, we find the novel result that hV4
stimulation markedly reduces perceived contrast of a
static stimulus. hMTþ stimulation also produces an
effect, implicating it in static contrast perception. Our
findings are the first to show that rTMS of hV4 can
produce a large perceptual effect and, taken together,
suggest a less rigid functional segregation between
hMTþ and hV4 than previously thought.

Introduction

Human visual areas hMTþ and hV4 are regions
within the dorsal and ventral processing streams,
respectively, that have each been attributed with
distinct visual specializations: global motion selectivity

for hMTþ and shape processing for hV4 (Maunsell &
Van Essen, 1983b; Newsome & Pare, 1988; Gallant,
Braun, & van Essen, 1993; Born & Bradley, 2005; Rust,
Mante, Simoncelli, & Movshon, 2006; Roe et al., 2012;
Yue, Pourladian, Tootell, & Ungerleider, 2014).
Although a conventional view of visual processing
assumes the existence of neural substructures in
extrastriate cortex with well-defined and independent
functional properties, there is growing evidence against
a strict segregation of function, indicative of more
integrative processing with functional overlap between
regions. Functional connectivity, for instance, is known
to exist between ventral visual areas and the lateral
temporal motion sensitive regions, for example, be-
tween MT and V2/V4 (Maunsell & Van Essen, 1983a;
Ungerleider & Desimone, 1986; Walsh, Ellison, Bat-
telli, & Cowey, 1998). Moreover, although motion
inputs are undoubtedly processed in motion-sensitive
cortical regions, such as MT, MST, and V3A (Zeki,
1974; Newsome & Pare, 1988; McKeefry, Burton,
Vakrou, Barrett, & Morland, 2008), a range of findings
suggest that ventral cortical regions may also be
implicated in the perception of motion and appear to
exhibit some degree of motion sensitivity (Ungerleider
& Desimone, 1986; Newsome, 1997; P. Thompson,
Brooks, & Hammett, 2006; Hayward, Truong, Parta-
nen, & Giaschi, 2011). Results from nonhuman
primates indicate that slower motion might be sup-
ported by the ventral pathway given the sustained
nature of the parvocellular system, whereas faster
motion may be supported by the more transient
magnocellular pathway (Maunsell & Van Essen, 1983a;
Ungerleider & Desimone, 1986; Ferrera, Nealey, &
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Maunsell, 1994; Lu, Chen, Tanigawa, & Roe, 2010). In
addition, electrophysiology in macaque ventral cortex
has revealed motion-selective pathways that project to
ventral cortical regions with a significant proportion of
neurons in V4 exhibiting direction selectivity (Desi-
mone & Schein, 1987; Ferrera et al., 1994; Tolias,
Sultan, et al., 2005; Gur & Snodderly, 2007; Schmid et
al., 2013). Optical imaging has also shown macaque V4
to contain a columnar organization of motion-direc-
tional maps sensitive to changes in motion direction
(Lu et al., 2010; An et al., 2012; Li et al., 2013).
Conversely, there is less evidence to suggest that hMTþ
might play a role in the perception of static stimuli. In
fact, this area has provided some of the strongest
evidence in favor of a functional specialization of brain
areas. Nonetheless, the presence of orientation-selective
neurons in MT that respond to static stimuli suggests
that this area may not be invariant to static form
(Maunsell & Van Essen, 1983b; T. D. Albright, 1984;
Newsome & Pare, 1988; Khawaja, Liu, & Pack, 2013).
Human fMRI also implies responses in hMTþ to static
stimuli (O’Craven, Rosen, Kwong, Treisman, & Savoy,
1997).

The extent of any cross-functionality of these areas
as they relate to human visual perception, however, has
not been studied. To establish true cross-functionality,
it is not sufficient to demonstrate cross-responsiveness
but requires a demonstration of causal involvement in
perception, for example, to show not only that hV4
responds to moving stimuli, but that the perception of
moving stimuli depends on activity in hV4. Here we
explore this directly for human vision by using fMRI-
guided, online repetitive transcranial magnetic stimu-
lation (rTMS) of areas hV4 and hMTþ in combination
with psychophysical tasks. We test two associated
hypotheses: that ventral area hV4 is involved in the
processing of motion-based stimuli and that dorsal area
hMTþ is involved in the processing of static form-based
stimuli. We measure performance using four variations
of a common global stimulus: two dynamic motion-
based tasks (direction and speed discrimination) and
two form-based tasks using static stimuli (orientation
and contrast discrimination) applied to both the
ipsilateral and contralateral visual fields (VFs). To
address the first hypothesis, we establish the functional
contribution of hMTþ to the motion-based tasks and
compare with the contribution of hV4 to the same
tasks. Although there is clinical evidence to suggest that
ventral stream integrity may be necessary for uncom-
promised motion perception (Gilaie-Dotan et al.,
2013), the role of ventral visual cortex in motion
perception has not been demonstrated for normal
human vision. For the second hypothesis, we first have
to establish the contribution of hV4 to a form-based
task. In general, the contribution of hV4 to visual
perception by the application of rTMS is largely

unexplored because it is harder to localize and more
difficult to access in comparison to hMTþ, requiring
fMRI retinotopic mapping for each subject and online
guidance to access its ventral cortical location. Here we
aim to determine the contribution of hV4 to static,
form-based tasks as well as any functional involvement
of area hMTþ in these tasks. To our knowledge, this is
the first attempt using rTMS to determine the
contributions of area hV4 to both static form/contrast
and dynamic motion and area hMTþ to static form
processing. In determining the comparative roles of
areas hMTþ and hV4 in the processing of motion and
form, we provide new insights into the functional
organization within extrastriate cortex.

Materials and methods

Participants

Seven healthy observers (four male, three female)
participated in the present experiments. Five (all except
S2 and S3) were naı̈ve to the aims of the study. All had
normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity and no
history of neurological and/or psychiatric disorders.
Participants provided informed consent after being
screened for contraindications and informed of safety
risks associated with fMRI and TMS. Experiments
were approved locally by the ethics review board of the
Montreal Neurological Institute and conducted in
accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and
established TMS safety protocols (Wassermann, 1998).

MRI and analysis

Functional T2* MR images were acquired on a 3T
Siemens MAGNETOM Prisma system with a 32-
channel head coil at the McConnell Brain Imaging
Centre of the Montreal Neurological Institute. Gradi-
ent-echo pulse sequences were used to measure blood
oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) signal as a
function of time (TR¼ 3,000 ms, TE¼ 30 ms, 39 axial
slices, 1.5 mm3 resolution). Localization of the human
motion complex hMTþ was performed in a separate
scan with identical spatial acquisition parameters (39
axial slices, 1.5 mm3 resolution) and multiband
acceleration factor of three (TR¼ 1,210 ms, TE¼ 30.4
ms). Acquired functional images were focused on visual
cortex (partial brain coverage, including the entire
occipital cortex, with slices oriented parallel to the
calcarine sulcus). Head movement was limited by foam
padding within the head coil. For each participant, two
high-resolution, three-dimensional T1 images were
acquired using an MP-RAGE sequence (TI ¼ 900 ms,
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TR¼ 2,300 ms, TE¼ 3.41 ms, 1.0 mm3 resolution) and
averaged to generate the participant’s anatomical
template.

The automatic segmentation processes from Free-
surfer 6.0 (Dale, Fischl, & Sereno, 1999; Fischl, Sereno,
& Dale, 1999) were used for each participant’s template
anatomical to define the gray/white matter and pial/
gray matter boundaries. AFNI/SUMA packages (AF-
NI_17.2.12, September 6, 2017; Cox, 1996; Saad,
Reynolds, Argall, Japee, & Cox, 2004) were used for all
other MRI data processing. All functional data were
preprocessed using slice-time correction and rigid-body
motion correction before being aligned to the partic-
ipant’s template anatomical. Functional data were then
projected onto the cortical surface by averaging
between the white and pial boundaries and spatially
smoothed (Gaussian filter, full-width at half maximum
of 4 mm). Data collected during the phase-encoded
retinotopic mapping scans (rotating wedge and ex-
panding ring; see below for stimulus details) were
analyzed using the AFNI script @RetinoProc (Saad,
Ropella, Cox, & DeYoe, 2001). BOLD responses to the
hMTþ localizer (see below) were modeled using a
general linear model using the AFNI script 3dDecon-
volve, which, in addition to stimulus-related regressors,
included regressors for linear and polynomial trends
and six motion-correction parameters. Results from
both the phase-encoded retinotopic mapping scans and
the hMTþ functional localizer were visualized on
inflated cortical representations using SUMA and used
to define the regions of interest as detailed below (see
Figure 1).

Identification and localization of target sites

Visual stimuli used for identification and localization
of target sites were presented on a 32-in. BOLD screen
by Cambridge Research Systems from a MacBook Pro
laptop using Matlab (vR2017a) with routines from
PsychToolbox (Brainard, 1997; Pelli, 1997). Partici-
pants viewed the BOLD screen, which was located at
the rear of the MRI bore, through a mirror mounted on
the head coil at a viewing distance of 125 cm. For each
functional scan, participants were instructed to main-
tain fixation on a central marker while performing a
simple fixation task.

The visual cortical regions V1, V2, V3, V3A/B, hV4,
LO1, and LO2 were identified for each participant
using rotating wedge stimuli and expanding and
contracting concentric rings (Engel et al., 1994; Sereno
et al., 1995) as described in previous work (Larsson &
Heeger, 2006; Mullen, Dumoulin, McMahon, De
Zubicaray, & Hess, 2007; Mullen, Thompson, & Hess,
2010) and in accordance with known anatomical
landmarks (Figure 1A). Retinotopic mapping stimuli

were presented within a central square of the BOLD
screen with a width of 17.58 of visual angle. The area
outside the stimulus was black. Participants were
instructed to report the direction of a small arrow that
appeared for 400 ms at a rate of approximately 1 Hz
(with temporal jittering). All participants completed at
least four repeats of the 6-min rotating wedge stimulus
(two with clockwise and two with counterclockwise
rotation) and one or two 6-min scans with the
expanding and contracting ring stimuli.

The human motion complex hMTþ was identified
using a localizer stimulus similar to that described
previously (Dukelow et al., 2001; Huk, Dougherty, &
Heeger, 2002). In a block-design paradigm, participants
viewed 10-s blocks of moving and static dots inter-
spersed with blank intervals (10 s duration). Moving
and static dot stimuli comprised 2,000 low-contrast
dots (10% contrast, half luminance increments and half
luminance decrements), each with a circular, spatially
smoothed Gaussian envelope with radius 0.338 on a
background of mean gray luminance. Blank blocks
consisted of a mean gray screen. During moving blocks,
the dots moved smoothly toward or away from fixation
at 8.48/s with direction alternating at 1 Hz. In static
blocks, randomly selected frames from the moving
stimulus were presented and updated at 1 Hz. Moving
and static dot locations were restricted to an annulus
(inner diameter 3.58, outer diameter 15.78) with the
remaining screen mean gray. Participants were in-
structed to indicate when the fixation marker changed
from light gray to dark gray. Each participant
completed one or two repeats of the 7.5-min hMTþ
localizer. Two subjects (S3, S4) used an earlier version
of the hMTþ localizer in which a low-contrast,
flickering checkerboard (1%, 16 Hz, 158 diameter) was
contrasted with a stationary version of the stimulus.

Coregistration of fMRI and TMS target sites

Stimulation sites were located within hMTþand hV4
as functionally defined for each participant following
the fMRI experiments described above (see Figure 1B
and C). Target sites were located within either the left
or right cerebral hemisphere. The right hemisphere was
used as the initial stimulation site for all subjects. The
left hemisphere was used in those participants who
could not tolerate stimulation to the right hemisphere
for reasons related to discomfort and/or twitching of
facial nerves (three out of seven). For all target sites, we
attempted to minimize depth relative to the cortical
surface given that rTMS is maximally effective for
superficial cortical targets.

Stimulation sites were targeted for functional dis-
ruption using the Brainsight neuronavigational system
(Rogue Research, Inc., Montreal, Canada). Following
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identification of target sites, structural and functional
MR images were coregistered to a participant’s head
using a locally generated stereotaxic coordinate system,
enabling the experimenter to link the spatial position of
ultrasound transmitters on the subject and coil with
prespecified landmarks on a 3-D representation of the
subject’s head. This allows for highly targeted posi-
tioning of the TMS coil relative to regions of interest
where it can be maintained on a trial-by-trial basis.

Psychophysical apparatus

All stimuli were displayed on a high-resolution CRT
monitor (1,280 3 1,024 pixels, 85-Hz frame rate;
Mitsubishi Diamond Pro 2070SB). Stimuli were gen-
erated using Psykinematix v2.2 (KyberVision Japan
LLC, Sendai, Japan) run on a MacBook Air laptop.
Calibration of this equipment and linearization of the
monitor’s gamma function was performed using the

Figure 1. Functional and retinotopic identification of areas hV4 and hMTþ in one subject (S2). (A) The identification of regions of

interest in the left and right hemispheres on a 3-D surface view (left) and on an inflated surface view (right). Bottom panels (B and C)

show the areas identified as hV4 (B) and hMTþ (C) viewed on coronal, sagittal, and axial slices of the 3-D structural MRIs.
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abovementioned software in combination with a
Spyder5EXPRESS colorimeter (Datacolor, Inc., Lu-
cerne, Switzerland). Responses were registered using a
Cedrus RB-530 response box (Cedrus Corporation,
San Pedro, CA). All stimuli were viewed binocularly in
a dimly lit room at a viewing distance of 80 cm.

Psychophysical stimuli and tasks

We first measured performance on two dynamic
motion-based tasks (direction and speed discrimina-
tion) with the speed-discrimination task allowing us to
assess any TMS-induced changes in perceived speed.
We then measured performance on two complementary
static form-based tasks (orientation and contrast
discrimination) with the contrast discrimination task
allowing us to assess any TMS-induced changes in
perceived contrast. As shown in Figure 2, all stimuli

were composed of multiple elements randomly distrib-
uted within a circular aperture with a diameter of 9.08
of visual angle. Stimuli were presented against a
uniform gray background (58.7 cd/m2) at 8.08 of visual
angle from central fixation in either the ipsilateral or
contralateral VF relative to the hemisphere being
stimulated. All stimuli were presented for a duration of
400 ms, presented within a Gaussian temporal envelope
(sigma ¼ 100 ms) with an intertrial interval of either
3,000 ms for single-interval tasks (Figure 2B) or an
interstimulus interval of 1,000 ms and an intertrial
interval of 3,000 ms for two-interval tasks (Figure 2C).

For all subjects, task-specific threshold performance
measures were acquired in preliminary training sessions
to establish values needed for a baseline performance
level of approximately 80% correct. Methods for each
task are described below. All subjects then underwent
subsequent training to ensure that performance was
consistent across fixation conditions (left and right

Figure 2. (A) An illustration of a frame of the dynamic random dot kinematogram used for the direction- and speed-discrimination

tasks (left) and the static Gabor micropattern array used for the contrast- and orientation-discrimination tasks (right). (B) Temporal

protocol for the single-interval direction- and orientation-discrimination tasks. (C) Temporal protocol for the two-interval speed- and

contrast-discrimination tasks.
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VFs) and that any performance improvements with
training had reached an asymptote (approximately 2 h
of training per subject) prior to initiating rTMS.

Motion tasks

Stimuli for both motion-based tasks (speed and
direction discrimination) were limited lifetime random
dot kinematograms (Figure 2A). Motion sequences of
250 achromatic Gaussian blobs (sigma ¼ 0.168) were
ramped on and off within the Gaussian temporal
envelope. All motion was presented vertically (up/
down). Motion coherence thresholds were acquired for
direction-discrimination measurements, which depend
upon the global integration of motion across the
population of elements. We used a two-alternative,
forced-choice (2AFC) staircase procedure with a fixed
stimulus speed of 7.58/s. Stimulus coherence was raised
by 25% of the previous coherence value following an
incorrect response and lowered by 12.5% following two
consecutive correct responses. The overall threshold
value used for subsequent training was calculated as the
arithmetic mean of the last five reversals, yielding a
threshold level of 79% correct with a minimum of five
staircases run per fixation condition. Auditory feed-
back was given on correct responses only during
training sessions with no auditory feedback given
throughout subsequent rTMS.

For speed-discrimination measurements, motion
coherence was fixed at 80%. Speed-discrimination
thresholds were acquired using a method of constant
stimuli (MCS) in conjunction with a two-interval,
forced-choice (2IFC) procedure. The participant’s task
was to indicate in which of two intervals the stimulus

appeared to be moving faster. A fixed reference speed
of 7.58/s was always presented in the first interval given
the rTMS protocol described below. For each partic-
ipant, we determined the speed difference at which they
could perform the speed-discrimination judgement at a
performance level of 80% correct. Two conditions, a
speed decrement (þDv) and a speed increment (�Dv)
relative to the reference speed were run simultaneously
(see Table 1). By measuring differential changes in the
ability to distinguish speed increments and decrements
from the fixed reference speed, we were able to
differentiate a perceived change in stimulus speed
(increase or decrease) from an overall loss in accuracy.

Form tasks

Stimuli for both static form-based tasks (orientation
and contrast discrimination) consisted of arrays of 100
Gabor micropatterns (sigma¼ 0.208) presented for 400
ms (Figure 2A). The spatial frequency of the sinusoidal
modulation within the Gabor was set at 0.40 c/8. For
orientation-discrimination measurements, the orienta-
tion of each Gabor micropattern was selected from a
Gaussian distribution with a variable mean of either
458 (right oblique) or 1358 (left oblique) as described
previously (Mansouri, Hess, & Allen, 2007), such that
the distribution’s variance could range from 108 (almost
all elements aligned) to 1008 (high orientation vari-
ability). The task requires the integration of orientation
across the population of elements. The element contrast
was fixed at 45%. A 2AFC staircase procedure,
analogous to that used for direction-discrimination
measurements, was used to acquire orientation-dis-
crimination thresholds. The first reversal within the
staircase procedure was taken as an estimate of the
threshold level, after which the stimulus coherence was
raised by 8% following an incorrect response or
lowered by 4.5% following two consecutive correct
responses. The overall threshold value used for
subsequent training was calculated as the arithmetic
mean of the last five reversals, yielding a threshold level
of 79% correct with a minimum of five staircases run
per fixation condition. As with motion-based tasks,
auditory feedback was given on correct responses only
during training sessions and not throughout subse-
quent rTMS.

For contrast-discrimination measurements, the dis-
tribution’s orientation variance was fixed at 408, and
contrast was set according to individual threshold
values as described below. Contrast-discrimination
thresholds were acquired using a MCS in conjunction
with a 2IFC procedure analogous to that used for
speed-discrimination measurements. The participant’s
task was to indicate in which of the two intervals the
stimulus appeared to have a higher contrast. A fixed
reference contrast of 45% was always presented in the

Performance relative

to baseline (% correct)

Decrement

(�Dv or �Dcnt)
Increment

(þDv or þDcnt)

Speed

Perceived slowing Improves Deteriorates

Perceived speeding Deteriorates Improves

Loss of accuracy Deteriorates Deteriorates

Contrast

Perceived reduction Improves Deteriorates

Perceived increase Deteriorates Improves

Loss of accuracy Deteriorates Deteriorates

Table 1. The principle of how to distinguish between a reduction
in perceived speed/contrast, an increase in perceived speed/
contrast, and a generalized loss of accuracy based upon the
combined performance for both the decrement- and increment-
discrimination tasks. Note: A perceptual change reflects a lateral
shift in the underlying psychometric function and the point of
subjective equality, whereas a loss of accuracy reflects a
flattening of its slope.
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first interval given the rTMS protocol described below.
For each participant, we determined the contrast
difference at which they could perform the contrast-
discrimination judgement at a performance level of
80% correct. Two conditions, a contrast decrement and
increment (relative to the reference contrast) were run
simultaneously, following a protocol analogous to that
employed for the speed-discrimination task (see Table
1). Following the acquisition of threshold measure-
ments, further practice trials were run for each of the
four tasks to confirm the stimulus magnitudes required
to maintain a performance level near 80% correct.
These magnitudes were then used in the subsequent
rTMS protocol as outlined below.

TMS protocol

Online repetitive TMS was applied as a train of five
biphasic pulses using a figure-of-eight coil (70 mm
diameter) connected to a MagVenture magnetic stim-
ulator (MagVenture, Inc., Farum, Denmark). The coil
was placed over the scalp tangentially with the handle
oriented upward. rTMS trains were applied at a
frequency of 12.5 Hz, yielding five pulses over the 400-
ms stimulus presentation and at 65% of the maximum
stimulator output, a typical intensity for stimulation of
visual regions. One subject (S4) required a reduced level
(55%) due to strong discomfort; however, the effect
sizes obtained were no different from those of the other
subjects. rTMS was delivered concurrent with stimulus
onset as previous results have demonstrated this
temporal configuration to be most effective at inducing
effects in hMTþ (McKeefry et al., 2008) (see Figure 2B
and C). No feedback was given throughout rTMS
sessions.

In every rTMS session, participants completed four
stimulus blocks consisting of 50 trials per block. Two
blocks were run prior to rTMS to determine the
baseline level of performance, after which two blocks
of rTMS were run for each of the target sites (hMTþ
or hV4) and presentation conditions (ipsilateral or
contralateral VF). Sessions for each target site and
presentation condition were randomized and run on
separate days. Throughout all subsequent analyses,
baseline performance for each task was averaged
across sessions separately for each of the contralateral
and ipsilateral VFs. Statistical analyses were per-
formed using SPSS version 22 (IBM Corp., Armonk,
NY), and a false discovery rate (FDR) criterion
(Benjamini & Hochberg, 1995) was used to correct for
multiple comparisons for each experiment. For FDR
correction, statistical tests for Experiments 1 and 5
(both direction-discrimination tasks) were corrected as
a group.

Results

Experiment 1: Effect of rTMS on direction
discrimination

For the first motion-based task, we measured the
effect of rTMS to either hMTþor hV4 on the percentage
of correct responses for direction discrimination of the
global motion stimulus. Figure 3 shows performance on
the direction-discrimination task with and without
rTMS for area hMTþ (in red) and area hV4 (in blue).
Performance data during rTMS were collapsed across
sessions for the seven subjects (dark bars) and compared
with baseline performance (light bars). A series of
paired-sample t tests with FDR correction indicate that
mean performance following rTMS to hMTþ was
significantly lower than baseline in both the contralat-
eral, t(6)¼ 6.373, p¼ 0.001, q , 0.01, d¼ 2.31, and
ipsilateral, t(6)¼5.605, p¼0.001, q , 0.01, d¼2.08, VFs
as well as in hV4 for the contralateral VF, t(6)¼ 3.109, p
¼ 0.021, q , 0.05, d¼ 1.12. Each of these effects
exceeded Cohen’s (1988) convention for a large effect (d
¼ 0.80). For stimuli presented in the ipsilateral VF,
stimulation of hV4 did not yield significant changes from
baseline, t(6)¼ 1.088, p¼ 0.318, d¼ 0.39. These results
indicate that stimulation of area hMTþ leads to a
bilateral impairment in the ability to discriminate
motion direction, whereas stimulation of hV4 leads to
comparable deficits but only in the contralateral VF.
That bilateral VF deficits were observed only for hMTþ
and not hV4 rules out any artifactual effects based upon
variations in fixation or the subject making eye
movements to the test stimulus.

Experiment 2: Effect of rTMS on speed
discrimination

We next considered whether the involvement of our
two target areas would generalize to the second motion
task (speed discrimination/perception). We measured the
percentage of correct responses for the task of discrim-
inating which is the faster of two sequential stimuli,
presented in a 2IFC design. Two conditions were run
simultaneously with a fixed reference stimulus paired
with either a slower (speed decrement,�Dv) or faster test
stimulus (speed increment,þDv). Table 1 shows how
speed-discrimination measurements for increments and
decrements allow us to determine whether there has been
a change in perceived speed (faster vs. slower) or a
generalized loss of accuracy in discrimination. If
perceptual slowing occurs during the application of
rTMS in the test interval, performance for the discrim-
ination of the speed decrement (slower test stimulus
from a fixed reference stimulus) improves because the
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perceptual slowing of the slower test stimulus effectively
increases the size of the perceptual difference between
intervals, whereas performance for the discrimination of
the speed increment (faster test stimulus from a fixed
reference stimulus) deteriorates because the perceptual
slowing of the faster test stimulus effectively decreases
the perceptual difference. The reverse would occur if
rTMS causes perceived speed to increase. However, if
rTMS leads to an overall loss of accuracy in the ability
to discriminate stimulus speed, then performance on
both discriminations, the increment and decrement,
would be expected to get worse.

Figure 4 shows performance on the speed-discrim-
ination task with and without rTMS for area hMTþ
(in red) and area hV4 (in blue). Performance data
during rTMS were collapsed across sessions for the
seven subjects (dark bars) and compared with baseline
performance (light bars). Figure 4A (left panel) shows
performance on the speed-decrement task. A series of
paired-sample t tests with FDR correction indicate
that mean performance following rTMS to hMTþwas
significantly higher than baseline in both the contra-
lateral, t(6)¼�4.192, p¼ 0.006, q , 0.05, d¼1.58, and
ipsilateral, t(6)¼�3.814, p¼ 0.009, q , 0.05, d¼ 1.46,
VFs, indicating an improvement in the discrimination
of speed decrements. Stimulation of hV4 did not yield
any significant changes from baseline in either the
contralateral, t(6) ¼�1.611, p ¼ 0.158, d ¼ 0.61, or

ipsilateral, t(6) ¼ 1.337, p ¼ 0.230, d ¼ 0.50, VFs.
Figure 4A (right panel) shows performance on the
speed-increment task. Mean performance here was
significantly lower than baseline across all stimulation
sites, including hMTþ in both the contralateral, t(6)¼
4.968, p¼0.003, q , 0.01, d¼1.86, and ipsilateral, t(6)
¼ 6.032, p ¼ 0.001, q , 0.01, d ¼ 2.27, VFs as well as
hV4 in the contralateral, t(6) ¼ 4.012, p ¼ 0.007, q ,
0.05, d¼ 1.52, and ipsilateral, t(6)¼ 3.926, p¼ 0.008, q
, 0.05, d ¼ 1.47, VFs, indicating a loss in the
discrimination of speed increments across all condi-
tions.

As it is a dissociation of performance on speed
increments and decrements that indicates a perceptual
change in speed during rTMS, Figure 4B plots the
speed-discrimination data as the percentage change
from baseline for the speed decrements and increments
for both target areas (hMTþ, red bars and hV4, blue
bars). The combination of improved performance for
the speed decrement and reduced performance for the
speed increment is consistent with a perceived slowing
of the test stimulus during rTMS. Paired-sample t tests
with FDR correction were used to compare perfor-
mance differences between speed increments and
decrements with the data illustrating that rTMS to
hMTþ leads to a perceptual slowing of motion in both
the ipsilateral, t(6)¼6.389, p¼0.001, q , 0.01, d¼2.42,
and contralateral, t(6)¼ 4.837, p¼ 0.003, q , 0.01, d¼

Figure 3. Effect of rTMS on performance of direction-discrimination task (n ¼ 7). Figure shows mean performance as percentage

correct as a function of stimulation site. Dotted lines indicate the average of the baseline conditions (86% correct). Error bars

represent the standard error of the mean. VF ¼ visual field. *q , 0.05. **q , 0.01 (FDR corrected).
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1.83, VFs as well as hV4 in the contralateral VF, t(6)¼
3.133, p ¼ 0.020, q , 0.05, d ¼ 1.18. For stimuli
presented in the ipsilateral VF, stimulation of hV4
appears to lead to a small generalized reduction of
accuracy with no evidence for perceived slowing of
stimulus speed, t(6)¼ 0.655, p¼ 0.537, d ¼ 0.25.

Experiment 3: Effect of rTMS on contrast
discrimination

Here we used stimuli designed to elicit preferential
responses in ventral cortical regions to functionally

target the role of area hV4. We measured the
percentage of correct responses for the task of
discriminating which of two sequentially presented
stimuli appear to have the higher contrast. The
method is exactly analogous to that employed for the
speed-discrimination task with two conditions run
simultaneously and a fixed reference contrast paired
with either a lower contrast test (contrast decrement,
�D cnt) or a higher contrast test (contrast increment,
þD cnt) (see Table 1). If a perceptual reduction of the
test stimulus contrast occurs during application of
rTMS, performance for the discrimination of the
contrast decrement improves because the reduction in

Figure 4. Effect of rTMS on performance of speed-discrimination task (n ¼ 7). (A) Mean performance as percentage correct as a

function of stimulation site for the speed decrement (left) and increment (right). Dotted lines indicate the average of the baseline

conditions (speed decrement ¼ 79% correct, speed increment ¼ 88% correct). (B) Percentage change in performance relative to

baseline for both the speed decrement and increment. Error bars represent standard error of the mean. VF¼ visual field. *q , 0.05.

**q , 0.01 (FDR corrected).
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perceived contrast of the lower contrast test stimulus
effectively increases the contrast decrement, whereas
performance for the discrimination of the contrast
increment deteriorates because the reduction in
perceived contrast of the higher contrast test stimulus
effectively decreases the contrast increment. The
reverse would occur if rTMS caused an increase in
perceived contrast. If an overall loss of accuracy in the
ability to discriminate between contrast values occurs,
then both increment and decrement discriminations
would be expected to get worse.

Figure 5 shows performance on the contrast-
discrimination tasks with and without rTMS for area
hMTþ (in red) and area hV4 (in blue). Performance

data during rTMS were collapsed across sessions for
the seven subjects (dark bars) and compared with
baseline performance (light bars). Figure 5A (left panel)
shows performance on the contrast-decrement task. A
series of paired-sample t tests with FDR correction
indicate there were no significant changes from baseline
for stimuli presented in the contralateral VF following
rTMS of either hMTþ, t(6)¼�2.606, p¼ 0.040, q .
0.05, d ¼ 0.99, or hV4, t(6)¼�2.956, p¼ 0.025, q .
0.05, d¼ 1.12, or for stimuli presented in the ipsilateral
VF for either hMTþ, t(6)¼�0.493, p¼ 0.640, d¼ 0.19,
or hV4, t(6)¼�0.544, p ¼ 0.606, d¼ 0.21. For the
contrast increment task (Figure 5A, right panel), mean
performance following rTMS to hMTþ was signifi-

Figure 5. Effect of rTMS on performance of contrast-discrimination task (n ¼ 7). (A) Mean performance as percentage correct as a

function of stimulation site for the contrast decrement (left) and increment (right). Dotted lines indicate the average of the baseline

conditions (contrast decrement¼ 79%, contrast increment¼ 81% correct). (B) Percentage change in performance relative to baseline

for both the contrast decrement and increment. Error bars represent standard error of the mean. VF¼ visual field. *q , 0.05. **q ,

0.01 (FDR corrected).
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cantly lower than baseline in the contralateral VF, t(6)
¼ 5.024, p ¼ 0.002, q , 0.01, d ¼ 1.90, only with no
deficit found for stimuli presented in the ipsilateral VF,
t(6)¼ 1.105, p¼ 0.311, d¼ 0.42. For hV4, rTMS lead to
a large reduction in mean performance for stimuli
presented in the contralateral VF, t(6) ¼ 6.930, p¼
0.0004, q , 0.01, d¼ 2.65, and a smaller deficit for the
ipsilateral VF, t(6)¼ 4.982, p ¼ 0.002, q , 0.01, d ¼
1.88.

To reveal a dissociation of performance on contrast
increments and decrements indicative of a perceptual
change in contrast, Figure 5B shows the data plotted as
a percentage change from baseline for both the contrast
decrement and increment for the two target areas
(hMTþ in red and hV4 in blue). The combination of a
performance increase for the contrast decrement and a
performance loss for the contrast increment reflects a
perceived reduction of the test contrast. Paired-sample t
tests with FDR correction were used to compare
performance differences between contrast increments
and decrements with the data illustrating that rTMS to
both hV4, t(6) ¼ 6.349, p¼ 0.001, q , 0.01, d ¼ 2.40,
and hMTþ, t(6)¼ 5.436, p¼ 0.002, q , 0.01, d¼ 2.06,
leads to a significant reduction in perceived contrast in
the contralateral VF with hV4 showing the greatest
effect. For stimuli presented in the ipsilateral VF,
stimulation of neither hMTþ, t(6)¼ 0.973, p¼ 0.368, d

¼0.37, nor hV4, t(6)¼1.960, p¼0.098, d¼0.74, yielded
any significant changes between conditions.

Experiment 4: Effect of rTMS on orientation
discrimination

Finally, we tested a second static task designed to
elicit preferential responses in ventral cortical re-
gions. We measured the effect of rTMS of our two
target areas on the ability to discriminate between the
orientation of static elements. Our methods were
analogous to those employed for the motion-coher-
ence/direction-discrimination task except that here
participants were required to judge which way the
stimulus appears to be oriented. Figure 6 shows
performance on orientation discrimination with and
without rTMS for our two target areas for an initial
three subjects. Performance data during rTMS were
collapsed across sessions for three subjects (dark
bars) and compared with baseline performance (light
bars). A series of paired-sample t tests with FDR
correction indicate that rTMS to hMTþ yielded no
significant changes from baseline for stimuli pre-
sented in the contralateral, t(2)¼ 1.808, p¼ 0.212, d¼
1.00, or ipsilateral, t(2) ¼ 0.152, p ¼ 0.893, d ¼ 0.05,
VFs, nor did rTMS to hV4 in either the contralateral,
t(2)¼�0.199, p¼ 0.861, d¼ 0.13, or ipsilateral, t(2)¼

Figure 6. Effect of rTMS on performance of orientation-discrimination task (n¼ 3). Figure shows mean performance as percentage

correct as a function of stimulation site. Dotted lines indicate the average of the baseline conditions (83% correct). Error bars

represent the standard error of the mean. VF ¼ visual field.
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0.469, p ¼ 0.685, d ¼ 0.26, VFs. To control for the
possibility that orientation-discrimination judge-
ments may be made more rapidly than those for
motion tasks during the early part of the stimulus
presentation, we shortened the duration of the
stimulus presentation to 100 ms (from 400 ms) and
increased the frequency of stimulation to 25 Hz (from
12.5 Hz). Even with the shorter stimulus duration
and more frequent pulses, we found that rTMS to
hV4 yielded no significant changes from baseline for
stimuli presented in either the contralateral and
ipsilateral VFs. We subsequently discontinued the
orientation-discrimination experiment because it
failed to show an effect in hV4 (or hMT) in our initial
subset of participants, and a power analysis indicated
that, even for the largest estimated effect size (d ¼
1.00 for contralateral hMT), we would require an
unfeasibly large number of subjects (n ¼ 16 without
FDR correction) to detect a genuine effect of this
magnitude.

Experiment 5: Control for lateral spread of rTMS
effects

To examine the spatial selectivity of rTMS effects,
we conducted a control experiment in which we apply
stimulation to a control region adjacent to area hMTþ.
Given our interest in the involvement of area hV4 in
motion perception (and area hMTþ in static form
perception), we want to ensure that effects observed in
one region are not simply a result of the passive spread
of stimulation across the cortical surface. Such controls
for the lateral spread of rTMS effects are performed by
moving the coil 1–2 cm away from the primary site of
stimulation (McKeefry et al., 2008; Silson et al., 2013).
Here we measure the effects of rTMS on the
performance of the direction-discrimination task after
moving the stimulation site approximately 2 cm from
the functionally defined hMTþ (see Figure 7A) a
similar distance from hMTþ as hV4 but in a different
direction. Performance on the direction-discrimination

Figure 7. Control for lateral spread of rTMS effects. (A) Location of the control region adjacent to hMTþ in three participants. (B)

Mean performance as percentage correct relative to baseline on the direction-discrimination task using both the non-hMTþ
stimulation site and hMTþ for the same subjects (n¼3) for stimuli presented in the contralateral VF. Dotted lines indicate the average

of the baseline conditions for all stimuli presented in the contralateral VF (85% correct). Error bars represent the standard error of the

mean. *q , 0.05 (FDR corrected).
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task for stimuli presented in the contralateral VF is
shown in Figure 7B. Performance data during rTMS
were collapsed across sessions for three subjects (dark
bars) and compared with baseline performance (light
bars). Baseline performance was averaged across all
sessions for which stimuli were presented in the
contralateral VF. A paired-samples t test with FDR
correction indicates that stimulation of the control site
induced no significant deficits in performance relative
to baseline, t(2)¼�0.160, p¼0.888, d¼0.08, suggesting
that the passive spread of stimulation across the
cortical surface from the control site does not reach and
affect hMTþ and implying that effects observed in area
hV4 for the previous tasks were not due simply to the
indirect spread of stimulation to area hMTþ (and vice
versa). For comparison purposes, group-averaged
performance data following rTMS to hMTþ for the
same subjects are included, t(2)¼ 7.201, p¼ 0.019, q ,
0.05, d ¼ 4.40.

Discussion

This study set out to explore the relative contribu-
tions made by areas hMTþ and hV4 to the perception
of motion and static form and the extent of any cross-
functionality between these two target regions. To this
end, we determined the effect of fMRI-guided rTMS of
areas hMTþ and hV4 on two motion tasks and two
static form-based tasks, tested using similar multiele-
ment stimuli in both ipsilateral and contralateral VFs.
We find that rTMS to both visual areas significantly
impairs performance on the direction-discrimination
task and leads to a perceptual slowing. Stimulation of
hMTþ, however, produces a bilateral impairment in
both the contralateral and ipsilateral VFs, whereas
rTMS to hV4 impairs motion only in the contralateral
VF. For the static form-based tasks, perceived contrast
is reduced following stimulation of both areas but only
in the contralateral VF with the greatest effect found in
hV4. Orientation discrimination is not affected by
rTMS for any of the stimulation conditions.

The implications of these results are threefold. First,
the results obtained on the direction- and speed-
discrimination tasks demonstrate that area hMTþ
contains a bilateral VF representation for motion-
based tasks. As we find no effects in the ipsilateral VF
for the contrast-discrimination tasks, this bilaterality is
effectively limited to motion processing. Second, our
results demonstrate that rTMS of hV4 leads to a
reduction in perceived contrast for stimuli presented in
the contralateral VF, the largest effect in all our results,
and in an area that has been virtually unexplored to
date. Third, they provide evidence of cross-functional-
ity between hMTþ and hV4. We find that stimulation

of hV4 impairs performance on motion-based tasks
although only for stimuli presented in the contralateral
VF, an effect that may be mediated indirectly through
disruption of the functional connectivity between
hMTþ and hV4 or by direct impairment of functional
motion processing in hV4. Moreover, stimulation of
hMTþ affects static contrast perception in the contra-
lateral VF. Taken together, these findings demonstrate
some convergence of function between hMTþ and hV4
and support the presence of integrative processing and
functional cross-talk between these areas as opposed to
the modular functional segregation typical of the classic
models of visual perception.

The bilateral role of hMTþ in motion processing

Motion perception has proven particularly amenable
to study via rTMS (Walsh et al., 1998; Cowey,
Campana, Walsh, & Vaina, 2006; McKeefry et al.,
2008; Stevens, McGraw, Ledgeway, & Schluppeck,
2009; McKeefry, Burton, & Morland, 2010; Waterston
& Pack, 2010; Kaderali, Kim, Reynaud, & Mullen,
2015; Liu & Pack, 2017; Pavan, Ghin, Donato,
Campana, & Mather, 2017; Strong et al., 2017). We
used global motion stimuli in order to best target area
hMTþ given that global motion requires signal
integration across all elements of the stimulus, and area
hMTþ is known to play a principal role in the spatial
integration of local motion to reveal global motion
direction (Born & Bradley, 2005). Consistent with this,
we found that rTMS of hMTþ caused impairments in
the ability to use motion coherence in estimating
motion direction. However, only a handful of studies
have focused on the processing of speed. Here, by
showing differential changes in performance on speed
increments and decrements, we were able to demon-
strate a perceptual slowing in area hMTþ, results that
are complementary to previous findings obtained using
similar rTMS protocols for nonglobal, grating stimuli
(McKeefry et al., 2008; McKeefry et al., 2010).
Interestingly, there is a similar loss of direction
discrimination for global motion stimuli as well as a
perceptual slowing for gratings when hMTþ is ‘‘im-
paired’’ by the use of luminance noise masking of
isoluminant chromatic stimuli (Mullen, Yoshizawa, &
Baker, 2003; Michna & Mullen, 2008).

Notably, stimulation of hMTþ led to perceptual
impairments in both the ipsilateral and contralateral
VFs. Different subdivisions of hMTþ have been
identified on the basis of retinotopic organization and
receptive field properties (Dukelow et al., 2001; Huk et
al., 2002; Amano, Wandell, & Dumoulin, 2009). One
subregion (putative MT) is not thought to respond to
ipsilateral stimulation, indicative of smaller receptive
field sizes, whereas the other (putative MST) responds
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to stimuli in both the ipsilateral and contralateral visual
fields, indicative of larger receptive field sizes. Our
fMRI localizer for hMTþ (158 diameter) was centrally
fixated allowing for both contralateral and ipsilateral
functional responses. Indeed, receptive fields of ma-
caque MST neurons (but not MT neurons) often
extend .108 into the ipsilateral hemifield relative to the
vertical meridian (Ungerleider & Desimone, 1986; T.
Albright & Desimone, 1987; Komatsu & Wurtz, 1988).
Our bilateral effects observed in hMTþ are, therefore,
likely mediated by neurons in area MST. To our
knowledge, we are among the first to demonstrate
causal bilateral function in hMTþmotion processing
using rTMS. Selective rTMS stimulation of the
contralateral VFs of MT and MST has previously been
used to explore differences in the types of preferred
motion between the subdivisions of hMTþwith Strong
et al. (2017a) showing the up/down motion used here is
common to both subdivisions. Differential VF effects
have also been reported between the left and right
cerebral hemispheres, in which stimulation of the right
hemisphere produced bilateral motion processing
deficits but left-hemisphere stimulation produced only
contralateral impairments (Thakral & Slotnick, 2011;
Strong et al., 2017b). Contrary to these results,
however, we find bilateral deficits in our motion tasks
following rTMS to both the right and left cerebral
hemispheres. This might be due to methodological
differences. To test both VFs, we varied the VF
location of the stimulus while stimulating one hemi-
sphere, which avoids the intrasubject variability based
on differences in region of interest localization and
stimulation between a subject’s two hemispheres, which
can occur when stimulation is switched between the left
and right hemispheres with the stimulus remaining in
one VF.

Our demonstration of a functional projection from
the ipsilateral VF to hMTþ has several interesting
implications. First, the fact that we see an rTMS-
induced deficit in the ipsilateral VF of the stimulated
hMTþ is curious given that there is an unstimulated,
normally functioning hMTþ in the contralateral
hemisphere that is also ‘‘seeing’’ the motion stimulus.
Hence, the impairment of motion processing in the
ipsilateral field implies that we require two functioning
hMTþs (left and right) for normal motion perfor-
mance. In other words, it appears that there is a kind of
‘‘compulsory cross-talk’’ between left and right hMT so
that disruption to one necessarily disrupts the other.
These results lead to direct predictions for psycho-
physical testing. Second, the functional presence of the
ipsilateral VF projection to hMTþ that we have
demonstrated has interesting implications for cortically
blind subjects. Whether the ipsilateral projection is via
the superior colliculus and pulvinar nuclei or is callosal
(Leh, Ptito, Schönwiesner, Chakravarty, & Mullen,

2010; Ajina, Pestilli, Rokem, Kennard, & Bridge,
2015), a functioning ipsilateral projection may poten-
tially provide access of the ‘‘blind’’ VF to motion
processing in the healthy hemisphere when contralat-
eral early visual areas are damaged.

The role of hV4 in motion processing

The perceptual impairments present in the motion
tasks following stimulation of hV4 suggest that motion
perception relies on a combination of dorsal and
ventral contributions with ventral regions displaying a
degree of influence on the visual attributes of motion
direction and speed. The idea that motion perception
involves ventral cortical regions runs counter to the
modular view, in which motion inputs are thought to
be processed in functionally distinct dorsal regions.
Recent clinical evidence, however, shows widespread
impaired motion perception in five patients with ventral
cortical lesions, particularly in right hemispheres,
supporting a closer interplay between motion process-
ing and ventral visual cortex (Gilaie-Dotan et al.,
2013). In primate studies, there is considerable evidence
for directionally selective responses in V4 (Desimone &
Schein, 1987; Ferrera et al., 1994; Gur & Snodderly,
2007; Roe et al., 2012) as well as evidence for dynamic
or plastic effects in which motion responses emerge in
V4 neurons after motion adaptation (Tolias, Keliris,
Smirnakis, & Logothetis, 2005) or after disruption by
V1 lesions (Schmid et al., 2013). Our findings support
the causal involvement of V4 in motion processing and
favor a more distributed circuit indicative of functional
overlap between regions, challenging the view that
dorsal regions alone contribute to motion perception.
Ventral visual cortex may be an active contributor to
motion perception with independent motion processing
occurring within the each of the two areas. Motion
information, for instance, may need to be processed in
different ways to serve different purposes. Dorsal
regions may drive the processing of visual motion
leading to action, whereas ventral regions may con-
tribute to visual motion leading to perception (Goodale
& Milner, 1992). Alternatively, ventral stream regions
may simply be recipients of feed-forward and feedback
inputs from motion-selective regions via parallel and/or
serial connections with areas such as hMTþ (Maunsell
& Van Essen, 1983a; Ungerleider & Desimone, 1986).

A degree of flexibility and plasticity is already known
to exist between visual cortical areas, supporting a
more fluid breakdown of function between cortical
sites. For example, prior training on motion tasks has
been shown, in both human and nonhuman primates,
to modify functional specialization within visual cortex
by shifting the functional involvement between MT and
V3A, depending on the training history and type of
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stimulus, in an adaptive and flexible way (Chen, Cai,
Zhou, Thompson, & Fang, 2016; Liu & Pack, 2017).
Our results suggest that motion perception may be a
distributed process not limited to dorsal regions and
instead reflects the action and interaction of multiple
neuronal systems within extrastriate cortex.

The role of hV4 in contrast perception and
orientation discrimination

Compared to the body of work exploring the effects
of rTMS on motion perception, the effect of rTMS on
static, form-based tasks has been explored very little.
Silson et al. (2013) demonstrate a double dissociation
between VF maps LO1 and LO2 for the processing of
orientation and shape, respectively, whereby rTMS to
LO1 disrupts orientation (but not shape) discrimina-
tion and rTMS to LO2 disrupts shape (but not
orientation) discrimination, suggesting that rTMS can
selectively impact performance on nonmotion tasks.
Here, by showing differential changes in performance
on contrast increments and decrements, we have
demonstrated a significant loss in perceived contrast
following stimulation of hV4 and hMTþ for stimuli
presented in the contralateral VF with the larger effect
found for stimulation of hV4. Although rTMS and
different forms of electrical transcranial brain stimula-
tion (DCS and tRANS) have been shown to impact
contrast sensitivity in clinical populations (B. Thomp-
son, Mansouri, Koski, & Hess, 2008; Spiegel, Byblow,
Hess, & Thompson, 2013) and enhance perceptual
training in clinical populations on contrast-based tasks
(Camilleri, Pavan, Ghin, Battaglini, & Campana, 2014;
Campana, Camilleri, Pavan, Veronese, & Lo Giudice,
2014), this is, to our knowledge, the first time that
rTMS has been shown to affect contrast perception
directly in normal participants. Our results show a
deficit of contrast perception compared to the en-
hancement reported in the clinical studies cited above
and are consistent with the primate literature, which
has shown area V4 to play a principal role in contrast
detection and discrimination (Schiller & Lee, 1991).

Contrary to the results of Silson et al. (2013) for area
LO1, we find no effect of rTMS on the ability to
perform the orientation-discrimination task for which
we collected pilot data, suggesting that this task is not
functionally mediated by hV4. The orientation dis-
crimination of a multielement population with a high
orientation variance was chosen to be similar to the
multielement motion-discrimination task. However,
tasks that involve contours, curves, or other shapes
may prove more suitable for targeting hV4 function as
they are better related to the properties of V4 neurons
(Pasupathy & Connor, 1999).

The role of hMTþ in static contrast perception

Our results have shown an involvement of hMTþ in
contrast perception, specific to the contralateral VF.
Primate data also show a small deficit in contrast
thresholds in contralateral but not ipsilateral VF when
MT is lesioned (Newsome & Pare, 1988). The effects
observed for stimulation of hMTþmay be mediated by
direct impairment of functional contrast perception in
hMTþ in line with a role of MT neurons in various
aspects of static contrast perception (T. D. Albright,
1984). rTMS suggests that involvement of hMTþ in
global spatial tasks for static stimuli is unlikely (Pavan
et al., 2017). It is possible that the effect of rTMS on
contrast perception is mediated by ventral regions via
some form of cortical cross-connectivity in line with the
observation that direct stimulation of hV4 produces the
larger effect. Whether the effects are mediated by
connectivity with hV4 or by a direct involvement of
hMTþ in contrast discrimination, this result is counter
to the idea that hMTþ has no role in the perception of
static stimulus contrast.

Spatial selectivity of rTMS effects

To make definitive claims about the functional roles
played by areas hMTþ and hV4 in the processing of
motion and form, it is necessary to demonstrate that
perceptual effects are specific to the task and the
cortical region being stimulated. The absence of any
effect on the orientation-discrimination task (Figure 6)
or motion discrimination for ipsilateral V4 (Figure 3)
suggests that there is selectivity for the types of tasks
affected by rTMS in these areas. This is consistent with
the results of McKeefry et al. (2008), who demonstrate
that the same rTMS protocols affecting motion
perception did not impair the processing of spatial
frequency. These are useful controls in that they rule
out the possibility that a loss of performance may be
due to the nonspecific effects of magnetic stimulation,
such as discomfort and/or twitching generated by
stimulation of facial nerves. That discomfort is not a
significant factor is further supported by the consistent
lack of effect following stimulation of hV4 for stimuli
presented in the ipsilateral VF.

We have considered whether perceptual effects
attributed to indirect disruption of functional connec-
tivity between hMTþ and hV4 might instead result
from the passive spread of rTMS across the cortical
surface. Although local spread of magnetic field is
unavoidable across tissue adjacent to target sites,
previous work has demonstrated that the differential
effects of TMS are measurable in targets with centroids
as close as 10 mm apart (Pitcher, Charles, Devlin,
Walsh, & Duchaine, 2009; Silson et al., 2013; Strong et
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al., 2017a). For all our subjects, the distance between
hMTþ and hV4 was greater than 20 mm apart (see
Table 2). Additional controls for the lateral spread of
rTMS effects are often performed by moving the coil 1–
2 cm from the primary site of stimulation. We found
that stimulating a different site the same distance from
hMTþ as hV4 but in a different direction induced no
significant deficits in performance in our control
experiment (Figure 7). In addition, we find that the
impairment in performance with hV4 stimulation for
the motion-based tasks shows no decrease with
increased distance of this area from hMTþ across
subjects (Figure 8A), further excluding the possibility
that the common effects observed between areas are
due to the local spread of rTMS. Finally, we find that,
across all tasks, a positive correlation exists between the
magnitude of effect sizes in hMTþ and those in hV4

(Figure 8B), further supporting the role of functional
connectivity between hMTþ and hV4, whereby stimu-
lation of one automatically affects the other, possibly
mediated through connections between dorsal and
ventral cortex. The ventral part of area V3 lies
posteriorly adjacent to V4 at this eccentricity (Figure
1A), and hence, we cannot rule out an effect of passive
spread of V4 stimulation into this area. V3 represents
one stage lower (earlier) in a continuous transformation
of visual processing along the ventral pathway and may
potentially contribute to some of the effects we find,
such as a loss of perceived contrast, motion slowing,
and loss of coherence. Nevertheless, these would still
reflect cross-functional effects between dorsal and
ventral specializations.

Conclusions

This study demonstrates that measurable and task-
specific deficits arise following rTMS to areas hMTþ
and hV4. rTMS to areas hMTþ and hV4 impairs
performance on direction discrimination and produces
differential changes in the discrimination of speed
increments and decrements that demonstrate a per-
ceptual slowing of the stimuli. Stimulation of hMTþ
leads to bilateral impairments (in both VFs), whereas
rTMS to hV4 leads to impairments only in the
contralateral VF, showing that area hMTþ has a
bilateral VF representation for motion-based tasks. We
also find that rTMS to both areas leads to a loss in
perceived contrast for stimuli presented in the contra-
lateral VF with the greatest effect for hV4 stimulation.
Thus, there is strong evidence for functional crossover

Subject

hMTþ hV4
Distance

(mm)x y z x y z

S1 �48 51 0 �26 72 �18 20.9

S2 �50 61 �24 �30 80 �38 25.8

S3 �43 73 �10 �22 81 �23 26.0

S4 45 74 5 29 85 �12 27.0

S5 �39 59 �27 �20 64 �34 30.9

S6 30 69 �25 50 61 �2 31.5

S7 48 57 �8 39 62 �33 35.3

Table 2. Coordinates for areas hMTþ and hV4 for each of the
seven participants as well as distance between hMTþ and hV4
stimulation sites. Note: The x, y, and z coordinates indicate
distance (mm, in native space) along the right-to-left (�x to x),
anterior-to-posterior (�y to y), and inferior-to-superior (�z to z)
axes relative the participant’s anterior commissure.

Figure 8. Task-averaged plots showing correlation between (A) effect size in area hV4 for stimuli presented in the contralateral VF (y-

axis) versus distance between target sites (x-axis) and (B) effect size in area hMTþ (y-axis) versus area hV4 (x-axis). Data points

throughout represent performance measured as percentage change from baseline for each of the individual subjects.
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with hV4 involved in motion tasks and hMTþ in static
contrast perception only in the contralateral VF,
supporting a convergence of function between dorsal
and ventral cortical regions.

Keywords: human vision, motion perception, contrast
perception, form perception, repetitive transcranial
magnetic stimulation (rTMS), hV4, hMTþ
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